Perfectly-placed radiance

Create your own spotlight with help from Touch à la mode Cream to Powder Luminizer, a blendable highlighter with a rich, luminous sheen. Packaged in a convenient stick, this luminizer allows for precise, on-the-go highlighting. It applies like a cream but feels like powder for a lightweight yet intense brightening effect.

Tell me more…

- Touch à la mode Cream to Powder Luminizer comes in five brilliant shades:
  - **Iridescent**—Prismatic White
  - **Benevolent**—Golden Frost
  - **Lustrous**—Rose Gold
  - **Pearly**—Rich Copper
  - **Opaline**—Deep Bronze
- Five shades work with and flatter all skin tones and help you achieve the level of light and contouring you want.
- Multi-toned pigment pearls and light-diffusing pigments allow for intense, radiant highlighting from any angle.
- Works with other face and luminizing products for a customizable, buildable look.

Application Tips

- Can be used anywhere on the face, eyes, cheeks, and lips.
- Blend along cheekbones, the bridge of your nose, Cupid’s bow, and brow bone.
- Brighten your eyes by using as a lower lash liner and in the inner corner of the eye.
- Convenient, on-the-go stick.

Price: $39 USD, $47 CAD, $49.99 AUD, $55 NZD, £30 GBP, 42 € EUR, $680 MXN, HK$303

About Younique

Nature + Love + Science. Since its inception in 2012, Younique has been committed to developing beauty products that combine innovative science with the best ingredients nature has to offer. Younique, famous for its best-selling Moodstruck 3D Fiber Lashes+, is the first direct selling company to pioneer the social media-based business model. Founded by a brother-sister team—Derek Maxfield and Melanie Huscroft—Younique offers women the opportunity to look and feel great while helping advance the brand’s mission of uplifting, empowering and validating women around the world.